I. INTRODUCTION

C
OMPARED to the radio frequency based wireless technologies the emerging free space optical (FSO) communications system offers numerous advantageous including license free spectrum, higher data rates, higher directionality (i.e., inherent security) and lower power consumption when using a highly directional laser beam for point-to-point links [1] , [2] . However, the FSO link performance is highly susceptible to the weather conditions [3] . Fog, aerosol, turbulence, and pointing error affect the link performance in a number of ways, with fog presenting the biggest challenge in form of very high optical attenuation (>220 dB/km). The atmospheric turbulences and building sway will affect the optical spot size at the receiver, thus making detection and tracking a challenging task.
The atmospheric turbulences result in the intensity fluctuation and beam wandering due to variation of the refraction index between the different heated air masses [4] - [6] . The influence of the air turbulence on the laser beam diverging angle has been extensively studied by means of mathematical modelling M. Hulea is with the Technical University Gheorghe Asachi of Iasi, 700050 Iasi, Romania (e-mail: mhulea@tuiasi.ro).
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[6]- [9] . In [10] , [11] the relation between the link length and the spot aperture as well as the intensity fluctuation was experimentally investigated. In order to improve the FSO link performance a number of schemes have been proposed including: (i) modulation schemes [5] , [12] , [13] ; (ii) channel coding [14] ; (iii) automatic beam tracking for building swaying; and (iv) multiple transmitters and receivers for overcoming the fading effects caused by the atmospheric turbulence [15] , [16] . In [17] , a scheme based on the fast steering mirror (FSM) for reduction of focal-spot wander in a long-distance free-space optical communication link was introduced. FSM uses a flat mirror to correct the beam propagating path. This method, however, is incapable to compensate for the laser beam scattering effects. FSM is also complex to implement because of the position-sensing detector and the associated control module. The simplest method to compensate for the scintillation effect is to use the aperture averaging in which a concentrating lens with a radius greater than the transverse coherence distance can effectively reduce the turbulence effect [2] .
The main objective of this paper is to use a spherical concave mirror (SCM) at the receiver side of an FSO link to focus the incoming scattered laser beams onto a small area photodetector (PD) in order to mitigate the beam scattering and wandering effects. This method is simple and induces a minimum optical power loss. We have devised an experimental set up to demonstrate the potential ability of a SCM to compensate for the turbulence effect. The maximum length of the optical link was 104 m and turbulence was generated using a number of heaters and fans positioned along the propagation path. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the system analysis and experimental setup are introduced in Sections II and III, respectively. Results are presented in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section V.
II. METHOD
The atmospheric turbulence affects the laser beam trajectory by refractions, as a result of light propagation through air masses with different temperatures (i.e., different refractive indices). The optical spot displacement from its normal position in the receiver plane is a function of the refraction indices of the propagation channel (i.e., air). The maximum amplitude of the spot wandering can be estimated using the resultant refraction index of the turbulence taking into account the temperature of the air as light propagates through it. The detailed evaluation of the laser beam trajectory, which is determined by the distribution, size and temperatures of the air masses is not the goal of this paper. 
A. Compensating the LASER Beam Trajectory Perturbations
In FSO links, the scintillation and beam wandering result in a high outage probability. The induced scintillation can be reduced significantly using the aperture averaging where the receiver area is greater than the transverse coherence distance. For aperture averaging, instead of using a large area PD, a large SCM together with a small area PD located close to the focal point can be used. For the outdoor FSO communications where the propagation distances are in the order of hundreds of meters to kilometres, light beams are almost parallel. This implies that the PD can be positioned in the SCM focal point where parallel beams are focussed.
B. Minimum Concave Mirror Radius
The atmospheric turbulence alters the laser beams trajectories by multiple refractions. The resultant optical beam refractions due to the turbulent channel result in changes in the spot magnitude and in the displacement of the beam spot from its normal position at the receiver plane. In order to estimate the maximum spot displacement, we have considered one of the less favourable cases where the beam trajectory is affected by the turbulence near the transmitter as shown in Fig. 1 . The light trajectory in the non-turbulent environment is perpendicular to the centre of the concave mirror. The amplitude of the spot wandering which increases with the distance l is denoted by d.
We have chosen this setup for estimating the minimum radius of SCM because under the same turbulence conditions the spot wandering amplitude varies near the maximum value.
Thus, using the geometrical rules in Fig. 1 the maximum wandering amplitude is given by
where l is the distance between the beam refraction point and the mirror centre, h is the distance between the centre of the mirror and the point where the normal on the turbulence edge intersects the mirror plane, θ 1 and θ 2 are the incidence and refraction angles, respectively.
Denoting
the ratio between the refractive indices of the turbulent n 1 and respectively non turbulent n 2 zones from (1) we obtain
(2) From (2) we observe that the light refraction depends on k (i.e., the refractive indices of the two adjacent air masses) but not on the beam incidence angle θ 1 . Therefore, for simplicity we can consider θ 1 = π 4 with tan(θ 1 ) = 1. Thus (2) is simplified to
The maximum ratio k max between refractive indices of two adjacent air volumes with different temperatures denotes the maximum spot displacement d max .
In order to maintain the FSO link stability, all the beams refracted by the turbulent environment should propagate towards the mirror surface. For such beams the resultant ratio between refractive indices must satisfy the condition k < k max for the constant value of l. This implies that the SCM radius r c must be greater than d max . In order to determine the minimum radius of SCM, we need to estimate k max defined as the ratio of refractive indices of the air mass that the laser beam is propagating through it.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to demonstrate the potential of the SCM in compensating the laser beam scattering and wandering due to the turbulence effect in FSO, we have set up an indoor experimental test bed, which is described in this section.
A. Determination of the SCM Radius
Using (3) and the results reported in [3] where the expression of the variation of the spot wandering radius with the temperature difference ΔT is given, we can estimate the maximum amplitude of the spot wandering for our experiment. The results presented in [3] outlined that the maximum spot wandering is ∼139 image pixels (∼0.486 mm) when the laser beam propagated over a distance of 0.5 m under the strong turbulence condition. The maximum level of the turbulence was obtained when the temperature difference between the turbulent zone and the surrounding environment was 100 Kelvin [3] . Thus, for l = 0.5 m and d max = 0.486 mm (experimentally determined in [3] for ΔT = 100 K), we obtained k max as 1.00094. Knowing that the maximum temperature difference was less than 100 K and having made the assumption that k < k max for experimental purposes, (3) is monotonic for k > 0 and the spot wandering amplitude d < d max for k < k max . This allows us to determine the maximum amplitude of the spot wandering d max = 97.4 mm for k max = 1.00094 and l = 104 m. We have chosen the SCM radius r c > d max = 97.4 mm to ensure that beams refracted by the turbulent environment propagate towards SCM and are collected by SCM.
In order to assess the required radius of the SCM for compensating turbulence effects when light is propagating over different path, we show the variation of d with the beam length l for a Table I. range of values for k equally spaced around k max = 1.00094 as depicted in Fig. 2 . The SCM mirror radius depends on the link length and on the turbulence strength. For example, using (3), for a link span of 1 km and a temperature difference of 100 K the radius of mirror is 0.94 m with.
However, such an extreme temperature difference is practically impossible for distances less than few km. Note that for urban areas the FSO link span is few km only. For a more realistic temperature difference of 5 K, the required SCM radius is ∼5 mm. This value for the SCM radius was determined by assuming that the refractive index variation is Δn ∼ 10 −6 per Kelvin, which is determined using the data given in [18] . Moreover, in this experiment the temperature difference is knowingly made higher than 5 K in order to evaluate the effect of strong turbulence on the optical beam propagation.
B. Experimental Set-up
The experiment was performed in a controlled turbulent environment with a propagation path length of 28 m. Longer propagation distances of 52 m and 104 m were achieved by means of single and multiple (3 in this case) reflections of the transmitted laser beam within the 28 m channel, respectively, see Fig. 3 . Three laser sources at different wavelengths were used in the experiments: 543 nm and 633 nm (the visible band) for the longer link span of 104 m, and 633 nm and 830 nm (infrared) for the 52 m link span. The alignment of the link at infrared wavelengths over a longer span is much more challenging for a number of reasons: (i) difficulty in tracking the beam after a number of reflections since it is not visible and the power level is far too low even using an infrared reading card, (ii) broadening of the optical beam after multiple reflection thus leading to a much reduced power level, and (iii) a very large optical footprint at the receiver compared to the PD's size, thus the need for a very sensitive detector or a large area detector.
In our set up the photodiode was placed at the focal point of SCM to ensure harvesting maximum optical power in the absence of turbulence.
In the experiment without SCM, position of the PD was placed at the central of optical beam in the point N, where the received optical power is at its maximum. For characterizing the effectiveness of the SCM, we did not use another focusing device in this experiment because this would compensate for the turbulence.
The transmitter, receiver, flat mirror and the SCM for experimental FSO link are shown in Fig. 4 .
The turbulence was generated by using a number of heaters and fans positioned at 2, 8 and 20 m from transmitter along the propagation path. In order to characterise the channel and maintain the same operating environment for all a range of experiments, the temperature at four points of 2, 8, 20 and 26.5 m along the propagation path were constantly monitored and were kept at constant values throughout the experiment. As the requirement for turbulence within the channel, we ensure that the temperature gradient between the both ends of the link was kept at ∼9
• C throughout the experiment. The strengths of the turbulences were measured using Rytov variance of received optical signal using
where I is the irradiance of the optical wave in the presence of turbulence and denote an ensemble average. In a weak turbulence regime, the scintillation index is proportional to Rytov variance. All the critical system parameters for the experimental work are summarised in Table I . Fig. 5 shows the captured optical beam spot at four points along the light propagation path for wavelength 543 nm (green) without turbulence; (a) and (c) first and third reflections at FM 1 ; (b) reflection from FM 2 ; and (d) reflection from SCM. Also, on each picture shown in Fig. 5 is a circle which allows us to visually compare the spot size and shape, and adjust the imaging zoom. Note that both images have the same scale, thus implying that the images have similar number of pixels per mm 2 .
C. Characterization of Channel Performance
The visible light source (He-Ne gas laser) was modulated externally at 2 kbit/s using an optical chopper, whereas the 830 nm infrared laser source was intensity modulated using a pseudorandom binary sequence on-off keying data format at a data rate of 10 Mbit/s. Note that the turbulence effect does not depend on the data rate and hence with less focus on the data rate being used. For all wavelengths, the received digital data was recorded using a digital oscilloscope Tektronix TDS-2012 for further signal processing. The Q-factor and the scintillation index for the received signal are determined using (4) and (5):
where v H and v L are the mean received voltages and σ H and σ L are the standard deviations for the "high" and "low" level signals, respectively,
IV. RESULTS
The performance of the FSO link employing the SCM at the receiver was evaluated with and without turbulence. In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we have measured Rytov variances and the Q-factors of the received signal. The Q-factor is estimated using eye diagrams of the received 10 Mbps OOK-NRZ signal at 830 nm laser as shown in Fig. 7 . The eye-diagrams clearly illustrate the effectiveness of the SCM in overcoming the effects of the turbulence. The Q-factor drops from a value of 12 to 10 in the absence and presence of turbulence, respectively. However, the Q-factor drops from ∼11 with no turbulence to less than 2 with turbulence when SCM is not used. Negating the optical gain of the mirror, the improvement is significant and the turbulence has very little effect on the received signal when the SCM is used. In fact, the Rytov variance decreases from 0.2614 to a negligible value of 0.0006 for the link system without and with the mirror, respectively.
The mirror offers an optical gain. Hence it is expected that the signal strength with mirror is stronger than without mirror. However, in this particular experiment, it was necessary to align the link separately with and without the mirror. Since the aim of the experiment was not to obtain a maximum gain or a near perfect alignment, further detailed alignment of the link was not necessary once an acceptable signal level was observed and captured at the receiver. Therefore, any additional signal attenuation that was observed for the link with the mirror was mainly due to the misalignment when operating at infrared wavelengths. However, at visible light wavelengths we observe a significant gain in using the mirror because of the ease of alignment. Similar experiment was carried out for two different laser sources at wavelengths of 543 nm and 633 nm with different propagation distances. Since these lasers were modulated using an external optical chopper, it was not possible to obtain eyediagrams and therefore to obtain the bit error rate plots. In this case the link performance is characterized using the Rytov variance determined from the received optical signal. The measured Rytov variances for different cases are summarized in Table II . The Rytov variance for the link with the mirror is insignificant compared to the variance for the link with no mirror. Fig. 8 shows the estimated Q-factors at different locations for a range of wavelengths under different conditions of SCM with no turbulence, SCM with turbulence, no SCM and turbulence, and turbulence with no SCM.
Since the concave mirror offers a significant optical gain, there is a major difference in the Q-factor for the link with no turbulence, as well as with and without mirror. This figure clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed scheme as there are very marginal changes in the Q-factor in the presence and absence of the turbulence with SCM, though significant changes can be observed with turbulence and with no SCM. For example, in Fig. 8(b) the Q-factor is significantly increased for the cases of using SCM with and without turbulence.
The obtained Q-factor demonstrates the efficiency of the SCM in mitigating the turbulence induced optical spot beam wandering and scattering at the receiver side.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study we have purposed the concept of using a SCM for compensating the laser beams scattering and wandering due to the air turbulence in an FSO link, where for urban applications the link span is far less than 500 m in most cases (i.e., the spacing between buildings) whereas for rural areas the link span is a few kilometres. To illustrate this concept an indoor experimental test bed for assessing the FSO link performance employing a SCM was introduced. The link performance was tested for wavelengths from visible and infrared spectrum. The maximum link spans of 104 m for visible and respectively, 52 m for infrared were obtained by means of multiple reflection of the laser beam using a number of mirrors. However, for future work we will be extending the link span by means of multiple reflections by overcoming the alignment issues.
The SCM was used at the receiving end to harvest the scattered beam due to turbulence and focus it onto a small area PD positioned on the focal point of SCM. The experimental results obtained for a range of wavelengths (visible to infrared) showed that by using the SCM the Q-factor of the FSO link is substantially improved. We also showed that for the case of no turbulence the received signal quality was improved when using the SCM.
The experimental work carried out has demonstrated the effectiveness of adopting a concave mirror for compensating the turbulence effect in FSO links. For future work one needs to carry out detail analysis of the compensation effect, which is still an open question, as well as to determine the minimum size of SCM that could be employed to make it more practical in terms of packaging, which are the subject of next investigation and subsequent publications. Also, we will compare the performance of the SCM in compensating the turbulence effect on FSO link quality with other focussing devices such as lens. 
